EuroEA3017-Prot

a compact instrumentation for the most
accurate determination of Nitrogen-Protein

Nitrogen-Protein Analyser

Setting new standards in automatic N-Protein content Analysis
EuroEA3017-Prot is a compact, fully automatic, fast
Analyser designed for very accurate Nitrogen-Protein content determination.

N-Protein Analyser Layout

Principle of Operation. The instrument is based on
TurboFlash Technology assuring complete combustion.
Together with a novel catalyst, the system provides an
unprecedented level of reproducibility in a wide range of
sample sizes. By this process the oxygen is supplied directly
to the sample at the correct amount with the highest concentration, exactly at the point of combustion. This is
achieved by the independent control of the oxygen volume
and pressure of its injection.
Speed of analysis. Callidus Software fully controls the
instrument, transfers sample weight automatically from the
balance, downloads pre-programmed parameters, activates
the autosampler, controls the entire combustion process,
acquires, processes and reports results all in one minute.

Outstanding accuracy
Single reactor-trap assembly
Reduced bench space
Carrier gas shut-off in stand-by
Built-in gas leak detection
True simplicity. The ease of operation, the simplicity of
maintenance and the modern design results in the lowest
cost per test and lowest cost of ownership.
The Nitrogen-Protein Analyser Layout features:
DNo

GC separation step

DStraight

forward operation for the replacement of the
Single Reactor-Trap assembly

DAutomatic

monitoring of catalyst age

Accuracy in non-homogeneous samples. Maximum accuracy in the analysis of non-homogeneous materials is
achieved by pre-processing 100g of sample.
As much as 100mg of homogenised sample are then introduced within tin capsules. Smaller sample sizes provide a
lower cost per test and an extended lifetime of the trap-reactor assembly.
Alternatively, the sample can be processed into pellets, for
direct introduction into the furnace via the autosampler,
resulting in ash-free extended operation.

Nitrogen-Protein determination from EuroVector Innovation
Operation from keypad. EuroEA3017-Prot can be operated either from the built-in keypad or from the PC. Three
function and four command buttons allow full automatic
control and access to a complete set of diagnostic tests.
Analytical methods including pre-programmed parameters, calibration types and components to be analysed, can
be stored in the instrument memory as well as in the PC
software, allowing to perform an autorun in line with GLP.
Callidus software. Instrument operation is truly intuitive for
the first time through Callidus, the most advanced software for
Elemental Analysis dedicated to EuroEA Series. The flexibility
of this software has allowed it to be configured specifically for
Nitrogen-Protein analysis as well.
A choice of pre-formatted reports to match the variety of applications are available to the user which include results for
Protein% that can also be corrected for moisture content.
A comprehensive library for Nitrogen% to Protein% content is
available for different materials.
New factors for new materials, or factors specified by the operator, can easily be added to the list. A password hierarchy system offers full protection for sensitive areas, such as conversion
factors and analytical parameters.
Analytical balance Interface. To simplify sample preparation, Callidus software provides a direct interface with the analytical balance. After weighing the sample, pressing the print key on the balance, will transfer the weight to the software sample information field, eliminating possible transcription errors.
PC Interface-Integrator. PC interface requires an industry standard PC, Pentium processor and Windows operating system. Any
monitor and any InkJet or laser printer can be used. The instrument works equally well with any GC integrator already available
in the lab, which can be connected to the instrument via a standard analogue output. Integrators generally include the use of k-factor calibration, directly providing protein% content.
AOAC compliance. The EuroVector system for N-Protein analysis meets AOAC recommendations for combustion methods and guarantees accurate analytical results.

Applications. EuroEA3017/Prot can be used for:
Cereals
Dietary fibre
Wheat Meat
Root Vegetable
Pet Food
Hamburger

Sunflower seed
Grain
Cream
Forage
Poultry Feed
Beef burger

Soya Beans
Soya
Cheese
Meal
Blood Meal
Sausage

Cottonseed
Rye
Butter
Peanut Meal
Pig Feed
Oilseeds

Rape seed
Rice
Sugar
Fish Meat
Fish Feed
Oats

Lupin
Corn
Syrup
Animal Feed
Cattle Feed
Liver patè.

The EuroVector procedure for non homogeneous sample handling is simple. EuroVector provides sample treatment
guide lines and maintains an Analytical Help Desk to support customers directly by e-mail.

TurboFlash Combustion Technology

The innovative EuroVector technology for Elemental and Protein Analysers
Dynamic flash combustion. Dynamic flash combustion is the preferred route to static combustion for multiple element
analysis (CHNS), in which the gas mixture resulting from the combustion step is resolved into time-separated components
by gas chromatography. It allows the introduction of oxygen into the system without the need to split the gas mixture.
However, dynamic flash combustion technique shows sample size limitation dictated by the geometry of the system and
carrier gas velocity. Exceeding the limits leads to the production of methane due to incomplete combustion and analytical results become questionable. In Nitrogen determination, where all remaining gases are adsorbed, trap saturation
for high sample size is an issue for extended operation.
TurboFlash Combustion Technology. This new patented technology protects all key advantages of the dynamic flash
combustion and virtually eliminates all limitations, by making oxygen injection independent from system geometry and
carrier gas flow rate. This technology is clearing the way to entirely new frontiers for N-Protein Analysis.
How TurboFlash Technology works. The EuroVector TurboFlash Combustion Technology offers the independent programming of oxygen volume and oxygen pressure, providing the operator with full flexibility to inject the desired oxygen volume at the optimal oxygen pressure. The velocity of oxygen is now fully independent from carrier gas flow rate.
In practice the technology allows the in situ injection of pure oxygen yielding effective combustion for the widest
range of sample sizes.
Benefits of the TurboFlash. The system offers the best geometry with its single Reactor-Trap assembly, cutting consumables cost, accepting flexible sample size range yet retaining extreme accuracy due to complete combustion and
reducing instrument downtime to a minimum.

EuroEA3017-Prot
By taking advantage of the TurboFlash technology, the
single reactor-trap assembly and the elimination of the
GC separation step, the EuroEA3017-Prot represents a
quantum leap in accuracy and simplified operation.
Dedicated units to Nitrogen-Protein determination in
solid and liquid samples are made available for specific
customer requirements, also in line with standard procedures requested for quality control labs.
The system uses proprietary catalyst, benefits from fast
replacement of the exhausted trap-reactor assembly,
shows reduced bench space and yields outstanding specifications in full compliance with GLP ...

Protein Analyser with Liquid AutoSampler
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